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The architects behind the new Vegas Altas Congress Center in Villanueva de la Serena, Spain, wanted the 74,000-square-foot project to blend seamlessly into the landscape, becoming a scenic fringe between the medieval town’s urban streetscape and its agricultural hinterlands. But they also wanted the building to be a landmark, distinct from its bucolic setting. So they crafted a structure that does both.

The four-person design team—Luis Pancorbo, José de Villar, Carlos Chacón, and Inés Martín Robles—partly buried the center’s two large auditoriums before topping them with an expansive public plaza. Bursting from this flat surrounds is their counterpoint: a bold, cubic building cast in place with gold-colored concrete and punctuated with geometric window and skylight cutouts. To soften the contrast, the designers wrapped this cube, which houses a restaurant, offices, and service space, in a veil of horizontal bands that follow the cube’s rounded corners, orbiting the structure in regimented paths inspired by the lines cut into farm fields after harvest. The veil also obscures the underlying concrete form from a distance, while providing invaluable shade to building occupants during the region’s hot summers.

For the veil, the designers initially planned to use straight lengths of plastic pipe, but the cost was too high. In their hunt for an alternative, they discovered what turned out to be a superior material: naval-grade rope made from recycled plastic. Not only did the rope cost less, but the designers could customize its colors to include a mix of yellows, oranges, and greens, mirroring the surrounding fields and imbuing the building with the likeness of a hay bale.

Though the design clearly specified the ropes’ thickness and spacing, along with the cantilevered, painted-steel armature that would support them, their precise attachment method remained uncertain until the center was nearly complete. As construction was wrapping up, the architects and their engineers rapidly explored different techniques to secure the ropes to the armature, “testing and trying again, and testing and trying again,” Pancorbo says.

Finally, the team identified that 12-centimeter-diameter rebar would support the ropes, and that 10 or 11 brackets per elevation would ensure the ropes stayed horizontal and taut around the building. The rebar is painted to match the rope, to minimize its appearance.

The jurors praised the Vegas Altas as a monumental artifact. Juror Doug Stockman was particularly taken by the veil, both for its outward appearance and for the “effect it has, especially in that interstitial space” between rope and concrete. —N.B.
Jury

Mic Patterson is founding principal of Los Angeles–based Design Tectonics, a consultancy that focuses on innovative façade technology applications and research. He was formerly the vice president of strategic development at Enclos. Patterson is a Ph.D. candidate in the University of Southern California School of Architecture with a focus on sustainable façade renovation practices.

Douglas Stockman, AIA, is a founding principal at El Dorado in Kansas City, Mo. He also serves on the Kansas State University College of Architecture, Planning, and Design Dean’s Advisory Council, and is chair of the Downtown Council of Kansas City. Stockman received a B.Arch. from Kansas State University.

Elizabeth Whittaker, AIA, is founder and principal of Merge Architects in Boston. In 2015, she was a recipient of the AIA Young Architects Award and the Emerging Voices award from the Architectural League of New York. Whittaker received an M.Arch. from the Harvard Graduate School of Design, where she is an assistant professor in the practice of architecture.
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